
In the first of two Round Table discussions on 
security, Associate Member Panasonic hosts a 
UKWA Technology Advisory Board to consider 
the changing role of site security as traditional 
warehousing gives way to efulfilment and 
logistics becomes the new retail…

Spotlight on site security



Attendees heard from Chris 

Berry of sbh, Paul Neal of 

Metropolitan Police Protective 

Security Operations, Claire 

Russell and Simon Leech of 

Perry Appleton Risk Services, 

as well as Jim Perkins of 

Panasonic Security Solutions, 

who respectively set the 

scene for the roundtable 

and provided a case study 

to illustrate how new 

technology not only provided 

exponentially better security 

than ever before, but also 

delivered improved operational 

efficiency and additional 

benefits in the spheres of HR 

and Health & Safety.

Chris Berry, director at 
sbh opened the discussion, 

outlining security basics 

and acknowledging that 

for modern day distribution 

facilities, staying ahead of 

criminal gangs as well as 

opportunistic individuals 

revolved around careful 

monitoring of activity within 

the warehouse. He explained 

that while security measures 

had traditionally focused 

on keeping perimeters and 

buildings safe from external 

breach, the emphasis now was 

around protecting products 

from internal threat and 

keeping perimeter fences 

clear to discourage or prevent 

access by employees.

“Break-ins from outside 

are much rarer now than theft 

based on inside knowledge,” 

he said. “That’s why we are 

seeing reduction in the use 

of alarms by companies and 

massive developments in 

technology that doesn’t just 

flag a breach of security but 

provides an early alert of 

unusual activity with detailed 

feedback of where and when it 

was detected.”

Chris went on to explain 

that thermal CCTV cameras 

provide incredibly detailed 

images, allowing movement 

to be detected in secure areas 

and individuals to be easily 

recognized.

The latest UKWA Technology Advisory Board, hosted by 
Associate Member Panasonic, focused on the impact of the 
changing logistics landscape and latest technology advances 
that have moved site security from being a traditional 
facilities management responsibility into a potentially 
transformative investment with wider implications across an 
entire operation. 
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Break-ins from outside 

are much rarer now than 

theft based on inside 

knowledge

His message was 

endorsed by Paul Neal of 
Metropolitan Police Protective 
Security Operations, 

who recommended pre-

employment screening and 

training for staff to recognize 

and report suspicious activity.  

Sergeant Neal also highlighted 

advice and training available 

free of charge via the NaCTSO 

website (National Counter 

Terrorism Security Office). 

This assists with improving a 

business’s security culture, and 

includes the “Stay Safe” film as 

well as ACT awareness training 

(Action Counters Terrorism).

Jim Perkins of Panasonic  

explained that as one of 

the biggest suppliers in the 

electronics industry, Panasonic 

operated massive warehouses 

in Europe and Japan, so had 

direct experience in handling 

cargo as well as first hand 

insight into the challenges of 

security. 

He reported that losses 

within the logistics sector due 

to theft are continuing to 

increase and added that the 

impact of theft from logistics 

companies has very specific 

consequences. 

Chris Berry, sbh
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“Online retailing has 

changed the face of a 

retailer’s relationship with 

their customer. Now it’s so 

much more personal,” he 

explained. “Theft from a store 

rarely impacts directly on 

the customer, but a failure 

to deliver an online order 

certainly does. Customers 

expect to receive their parcel 

next day and if that parcel is 

stolen or mishandled and fails 

to be delivered, the customer 

feels more aggrieved, more 

inconvenienced and, what’s 

more, that dissatisfaction 

can be broadcast to a wide 

audience online. Failure to 

deliver not only reflects badly 

on the retailer, but on the 

carrier.”

In a world where retailers 

need to protect their brand 

reputation by ensuring 

that customers are not let 

down, security for logistics 

companies becomes a matter 

of critical importance.” 

Jim went on to share a 

customer case study with 

the group, highlighting how 

a large parcel company 

had invested substantially 

in state-of-the-art security, 

moving away from the 

prevention of an out of 

hours single attack with 

bulk theft of merchandise 

to implementing what 

he termed an ‘inside out’ 

approach, with a system 

designed around its product 

handling operation and 

processes. 

“Inside staff know where 

cameras are situated, they 

are familiar with internal 

procedures and have time 

to plan the theft of small 

amounts of merchandise 

over a prolonged time 

period – this is the real 

threat,” he said. “The 

message from Panasonic 

is that partnership across 

the entire operation is key; 

security should no longer 

be treated as a separate 

function, but instead as 

fundamental to the efficiency 

and long-term success of the 

company.

Parcel Company 
case study

Bird’s Eye View increases 
operational efficiency as 
well as security
Panasonic has provided ‘Bird’s 

Eye View’ cameras in the 

customer’s Distribution Centre. 

Much like ‘spy’ satellites, 

they hover above product 

handling areas, providing 100% 

coverage, with no blind spots 

and the visual accuracy to 

read wrist watches – let alone 

record barcodes/addresses. 

By following every parcel 

movement, the system can 

track ‘lost’ or misdirected 

parcels as well as those that 

have been stolen, contributing 

not just to security, but also 

to increased operational 

efficiency.

Panasonic’s IWS 

(Intelligent Warehouse 

Solution) tracks each parcel 

throughout the process, 

recording whether and where 

it is being damaged. It ‘sees’ 

all process issues, highlighting 

misdirected parcels and 

‘finding’ them within minutes.

The system has increased 

efficiency, reduced insurance 

premiums, improved customer 

relationships and achieved 

competitive edge, according 

to Jim Perkins.

“The item barcode 

is scanned on arrival, 

specific travel routes are 

preconfigured, and as the  

parcel travels across site, 

visual records build based 

on real-time information, 

so the exact location and 

condition can be pinpointed 

at any moment,” he said. 

“The system calculates the 

expected time of appearance 

at the next scanner and if the 

parcel doesn’t appear at the 

expected next camera point, it 

flags an alert.”.  

Increased staff productivity 
and improved sorting 
efficiency
As problems with labour 

shortages and high staff 

turnover intensify, so issues of 

pick accuracy as well as 

security are set to get worse; 

however, the IWS supports 

increased staff productivity 

and improved sorting 

efficiency, so reducing the 

need for staff training, Jim 

added. 

In a world where retailers 

need to protect their 

brand reputation by 

ensuring that customers 

are not let down, security 

for logistics companies 

becomes a matter of 

critical importance

Jim Perkins, Panasonic  
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Panasonic has introduced 

a Visual Sorting Assistant as 

part of the system, where 

operators can see sorting 

information projected from 

above onto each parcel, 

supporting faster recognition 

and reducing errors due to 

mis-sorting, simplifying the 

operation and speeding up 

the process.

Jim also highlighted the 

conflict between a need 

for more surveillance and 

protection of employee 

privacy, particularly under 

the auspices of new GDPR 

regulations, designed to 

protect personal information. 

He said that technology was 

being used to get around this 

challenge in Germany, with 

cameras able to ‘mask’ and 

‘unmask’ employees. 

Claire Russell and Simon 
Leech of Perry Appleton, 

Associate Members and 

providers of bespoke 

insurance solutions to UKWA, 

spoke briefly to highlight the 

importance of appropriate 

security to insurance cover 

and pointed out that security 

should not be viewed as 

a cost to the business, 

but rather an investment 

delivering longer term 

benefits.

“Our focus is on how an 

effective security strategy can 

help businesses to manage 

risks effectively and to share 

what it is that insurers are 

looking for from a security 

perspective when they 

are assessing risk,” Claire 

explained.

She went on to say that 

risk can be split into three key 

areas – financial risk, physical 

risk and cyber risk. For the 

purposes of the discussion, 

she focused on physical risk 

but revealed that currently 

Perry Appleton is working with 

UKWA to develop a detailed 

cyber proposition, which will 

be unveiled at the next UKWA 

Technology Board meeting.

“The key message from 

all insurers is that all the risk 

protections and security 

devices in existence will not 

help protect your business 

unless there is also a strong 

internal culture of security 

and risk awareness,” Claire 

said. “Documented processes 

are a must-have, including 

documented incident and 

disaster recovery plans, 

together with a program of 

employee education and 

training, regular tests and 

strong back-up systems.”

During the discussion 

that followed, the group 

agreed that security should 

be a board level responsibility 

rather than the traditional 

facilities management 

function, as it affects every 

part of a business.

“Security is the business 

of the head of operations, 

finance, HR – security is no 

longer just about securing a 

fence, but rather collection of 

data, disaster recovery and 

so much more,” Chris Berry 

observed.

Will Cooper of Savills 

underlined the importance 

of internal understanding 

of the cost to a business 

of not investing in security. 

“Businesses tend to react if 

they have suffered loss, but 

the message needs continual 

reinforcement,” he said. “It’s 

important to understand what 

steps are required to change 

the culture.”

The question of 

collaboration with external 

agencies such as Border 

Force and HMRC was raised 

by Peter Ward, noting that 

increasingly these agencies 

were transferring responsibility 

to warehouse operators – on 

due diligence, for example. 

He said lack of resources has 

led to push back by members, 

stating that warehouse 

operators don’t own the goods 

and therefore shouldn’t be 

expected to be responsible for 

reporting. 

On behalf of the police, 

Paul Neal recommended that 

businesses collaborate to 

share vigilance and 

information – this could be 

done via a BID (Business 

Improvement District) he said. 

BIDs are business led 

partnerships which are created 

through a ballot process to 

deliver additional services to 

local businesses.  

No matter how well 

insured, the impact on a 

business can be disastrous; 

businesses eventually 

fail because during 

recovery, their 

customers have 

gone 

elsewhere

Simon Leech, Perry Appleton
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“Also, companies can sign 

up for National CT information 

via the CSSC portal, which is 

one of the ways we distribute 

specific Incident advisories, 

Bulletins and Newsletters, as 

do the local CT regions.”   

Perry Appleton’s Simon 

Leech was familiar with 

BIDS and explained how a 

shared levy had paid for extra 

investment in CCTV around 

the community, he added 

that it was vital for businesses 

near one another to develop a 

shared plan in the event of fire 

or flood. 

“Theft is just one aspect 

of security,” Simon advised. 

“Fires and floods can ruin 

businesses –it is important 

to have agreed plan. No 

matter how well insured, the 

impact on a business can 

be disastrous; businesses 

eventually fail because during 

recovery, their customers have 

gone elsewhere”  

There was further 

discussion around increased 

use of technology, with Will 

Cooper of Savills suggesting 

that automation and robotics 

in warehouses could provide 

part of the solution, “Robots 

don’t steal” he observed. 

Chris Berry agreed, 

while acknowledging the 

costs involved. “There is a 

drive to automate more and 

introduce technology with 

multiple functions,” he said. 

“Technology is continuing 

to move quickly, but cost is 

coming down.” He added 

that going forward, planning 

consent will depend on new 

buildings being designed to 

promote security and combat 

crime.

Mike Burton of Panasonic 

emphasized sharing budgets 

to invest in technology. He 

suggested that companies 

should set ‘holistic’ rather 

than siloed budgets to 

invest in software able to 

meet requirements across all 

functions – from management 

and operational efficiency 

to Health & Safety, HR and 

security – bringing everything 

together to achieve corporate 

goals. 

Summing up Peter 

Ward said, “ As logistics 

becomes the new retail and 

our members move away 

from traditional pallet in/

pallet out operations towards 

efulfilment, smaller item pick 

faces have made valuable 

items more visible and 

easier to pilfer. This situation 

has been exacerbated by 

the fact that an efulfilment 

operation requires many more 

employees compared to a 

traditional DC; consequent 

labour shortages have led 

to use of itinerant or agency 

labour during peak times 

leading up to Black Friday 

and Cyber Monday – with 

workers owing little or no 

loyalty to their temporary 

employer. How to combat 

these challenges is high on our 

agenda and no doubt UKWA 

members will find the new 

opportunities available from 

Associate Members such as 

Panasonic of real interest and 

long-term value.” n

In the second part of the 
UKWA spotlight on security, 

the Technology Board will 
consider cyber security – 

‘people don’t rob banks 
anymore, they hack systems 

and ruin reputations…’  
Simon Leech,  

Perry Appleton.

Lynn Parnell of Logistics Partners, Jim Perkins of Panasonic, Peter Ward of UKWA
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